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 Abstract: Online reviews have become an important source of information for users before making an informed 

purchase decision. Early reviews of a product tend to have a high impact on the subsequent product sales. This data 

is in the form of text which is gathered from forums, social media websites reviews. Such data is termed as big data. 

And in every minute a mass amount of unstructured data is generated. We find that users with long-term purchasing 

intent tend to save and click through on more content new approach the time of purchase their activity becomes 

more topically focused and actions shift from saves to searches. We propose a novel Long-Short Demands-aware 

Model (LSDM), in which both user’s interests towards items and user’s demands over time are incorporated.  We 

create different clusters to group the successive product purchases together according to different time spans and use 

recurrent neural networks to model each sequence of clusters at a time scale. These leading sessions can be useful 

for detecting the local security instead of global security of product reviews. We supposed to propose system is 

directly collect the reviews of the products from online and by comparing those reviews. The challenge is to gather 

all the reviews, also calculate and analyze the ratings ,in order to find a refined product ,that scores high rating. 

Index Terms:  Hadoop HDFS, Hive, Pig, Mysql, Mapreduce, Bigdata , Micro blogs, Cold-Start User, Information 

Search. Feature identification; opinion mining. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The purchase intent of a consumer may slowly build 

up over time, and may not instantaneously lead to a 

purchase. To characterize the time sensitive demands, 

inspired by the studies in marketing strategies and 

human behaviors. We take two essential 

measurements related with their surveys their audit 

evaluations and supportiveness scores appointed by 

others. We have discovered that an early analyst 

tends to appoint a higher normal rating score to 

items; and an early analyst tends to post more 

accommodating audits [1]. Generally, most prior 

work has examined short-term user activity and 

considered predicting whether a given user session 

will result in a purchase [2].  We take two essential 

measurements related with their surveys their audit 

evaluations and supportiveness scores appointed by 

others. We have discovered that an early analyst 

tends to appoint a higher normal rating score to 

items; and an early analyst tends to post more 

accommodating audits [3]. The short-time demands 

refer the co-purchase of items buying paintbrushes 

after pigments it is important for companies to 

identify early reviewers since their feedbacks is 

companies to adjust marketing strategies and improve 

product designs, which can eventually lead to the 

success of their new products  [4]. We summarize 

two aspects of the time sensitive demands: termed as 

long-time demands and short-time demands. Long-

time demands refer that a user purchase the same 

product repetitively, showing a long-time persistent 

interest [5]. Next to extracting the micro blogging 

information features and transform them into a 

distributive feature representation before the 

presenting a feature based matrix factorization 

manufactures the learned distributive feature 

representations for the product recommendation [6] 

[7]. Unique in relation to existing examinations on 

crowd conduct we center on quantitatively dissecting 

the general attributes of early analysts utilizing huge 

scale certifiable datasets [8].  

 
Fig.1. Reviews of various business 

2. RELATED WORK  

This worked to our advantage in forecasting sales of 

items not currently carried in a particular store. New 

product recommender is an implementation of a 

recommender system similar to those used by movie 

rating sites like Netflix, but for retail items  The 

proposed system is describing the overview of our 

proposed system we are going to collected all the 

reviews of the consumer from those reviews the 

aspects are to be identified and opinions are collected 

and then data preprocessing is done to remove all the 

noisy words from the collected opinions [9]. The 

proposed system is describing the overview of our 
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proposed system we are going to collected all the 

reviews of the consumer from those reviews the 

aspects are to be identified and opinions are collected 

and then data preprocessing is done to remove all the 

noisy words from the collected opinions  [10]. The 

store level product recommender serves several 

functions. They investigated the reader's acceptance 

depends on the quality of online product reviews and 

such effects are more or less likely to occur [11]. 

Their findings indicated that participants' intention to 

purchase the product increases with positive high 

quality reviews as opposed to low-quality ones [12]. 

In terms of features used for making such predictions 

prior research has investigated user demographics 

and interests user purchase patterns product 

characteristics as well as detailed navigational click-

stream and web search data The purchase history of a 

user with multi-time scales, our model is powerful to 

model more general successive purchase demands  

and repeated purchase demands [13]. The utility of 

multiple time scales to observe user’s purchase 

sequence is well documented in studies in marketing 

strategies and human behaviors which showed 

abundant evidence that human activities are largely 

regulated at several time scales and the final decision 

is based on interposition of them [14]. The purchase 

multi-time scales, our model is powerful to model 

more general successive purchase demands and 

repeated purchase demands [15]. We tested the 

ability of collaborative filtering to recommend 

citations are suitable for additional references to 

target a research paper. We investigated six 

algorithms for selecting citations, evaluating this 

through offline experiments against a database 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In the initial phase gathering of all review data from 

different sources as unstructured data. And then, the 

unstructured data are converted to structured data by 

using specified techniques [16]. The overall system is 

efficient development the reviews are fetched from a 

blog and stored new file which is used as an input for 

the system the reviews are fetched and stored in a 

particular format [17].  

 
Fig -2: System Architecture 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The new system is expected to give better 

performance than the existing system. In our system, 

an ecommerce mode has huge amount of data related 

to mode of mobiles, number of features based and 

range of price vary by finding historical data [18]. E-

commerce websites such as e-Bay has many of the 

traits of social networks including real-time updates 

and interaction between buyers and sellers. Some e-

commerce websites also support the mechanism of 

social login.  We are focused on the details of the 

micro-blogs, demo graphic information location 

information user posts, and hobbies to address the 

product recommendation [19]. We address the 

problem of recommending products to users any 

purchase records in cold-start situations.  

The concept of this project with the help  to the 

customer comes to the E-commerce site.  

STEP1: NEED ANALYSIS:- By using customers 

social information like age, location, education, 

gender etc we can analyze what user want.  

STEP 2: BEFORE PURCHASE:- Admin shows 

product to the customers as per their social 

information (like if he/she is a sport person then 

admin will show product related to sports only).  

STEP 3 DURING PURCHASE:- Admin will shows 

that product during purchase with detail description 

that customer can buy.  
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STEP4:  AFTER PURCHASE:- After purchasing 

the product user can give feedback related to that 

product, according to users feedback Rating and 

Ranking is decided by Admin and posted it on social 

site of user [20]. 

 

5. METHODOLOGYS 

 DATA MINING: Data Mining is the discovery of 

knowledge of analyzing enormous set of data by 

extracting the meaning of the data and then 

predicting the future trends and also helps companies 

to take sound decisions, based on knowledge and 

information. Data mining software is one of a number 

of analytical tools for analyzing data. 

DATA FLOOD: The current technological trends 

inexorably lead to data flood. More data is generated 

from banking, telecom, and other business 

transactions. More data is generated from scientific 

experiments in astronomy, space explorations, 

biology and high-energy physic. More data is created 

on the web, especially in text, image, and other 

multimedia format. 

WEB MINING: Web Contents Mining and Web 

Usage Mining. Web Contents Mining can be 

described as the automatic search and retrieval of 

information and resources available from millions of 

sites and on-line databases though search engines.  

CONTENT MINING: Web content mining is the 

mining, extraction and integration of useful data, 

information and knowledge from Web page content. 

The heterogeneity and the lack of structure that 

permits much of the ever-expanding information 

sources on the World Wide Web, such as hypertext 

documents, makes automated discovery, 

organization, and search and indexing tools of the 

Internet and the World Wide Web such as Lycos, 

Alta Vista, WebCrawler [21]. The similarities 

between different products are totally depending 

upon the rankings given by the users. 

 
Fig.3. Item-Item Similarity Computing 

 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The one with new component is expected to be more 

efficient and faster as compared to the normal system 

in comparison with large amount of data. This system 

input file size small medium and large  The system is 

expected to give accurate result for analysis of the 

sentiments in the form of pie charts and graphs the 

system uses two approaches to solve the problem 

using the normal approach and another using new 

component.. The same inputs are passed and 

processed using normal approach and integrated 

methods. The following graph shows the comparison 

of both the outputs. 

  

 
Fig -4: Time Taken for E-Commerce Results 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We presented a study on E-commerce data and 

prediction regarding research paper about mobile 

product. To analysis the E-Commerce data in hadoop 

ecosystem to improve the business based on number 

of product sold. It provides a promising starting point 

in terms of identifying potential purchasers and better 

understanding their long-term behavior. Predictions 

based on our models show a clear path for identifying 

users with purchase intent. Our proposed Long Short 

Demands-aware Model (LSDM) captures both user’s 

interests towards items and user’s demands over 

time. The framework mainly contains five 

components product feature identification, opinion 

collecting, opinion mining classification, and Product 

Rating The algorithm simultaneously inspects the 

aspect frequency and the influence of customer 

opinions are given to each feature over collected 

opinions. We focus on the analysis and prediction of 

early reviewers, while there remains an important 

issue to address, i.e., how to improve product 

marketing with the identified early reviewers. We 

will investigate this task with real e-commerce cases 
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in collaboration with e-commerce companies in the 

future 
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